
FMLA and ADA Flow Chart  
For Employee’s Health Condition  

Employee is to be absent from work because of: 1) 
injury or illness requiring a single overnight stay in the 
hospital; 2) injury or illness causing absence of more 

than 3 consecutive days (while under doctor’s care); 3) 
pregnancy; 4) a long-term condition (e.g., cancer); and 

5) chronic condition (e.g., asthma, epilepsy)

Has employee worked for school district for at least 
a  year AND worked at least 1,250 hours in the  

12 months preceding the leave? 

If YES 

If medical certification fails to confirm that injury/
illness entitles employee to FMLA leave, determine 

whether the ADA applies. 

If medical certification confirms that leave is FMLA-
qualifying, employee’s FMLA leave entitlement began 

on date of tentative designation (noted above). 

District should tentatively designate the leave as 
FMLA-qualifying and send employee required 

FMLA notification. Also request medical 
certification. 

Assuming your district uses a “rolling year” 
calculation, calculate employee’s leave entitlement by 
looking backward 12 months from leave date.  If no 

leave was taken, employee entitled to full 12 weeks.  If 
all of it has been taken, no FMLA leave is available to 

the employee. 

Leave Entitlement Expires. Notify employee of 
expiration and inquire about whether he/she is able to 

return to work. 

If able to return, return employee to same or similar job. 
Must be virtually identical in terms of pay, benefits, 

working conditions, shift, etc. 

If not, determine whether the ADA protections apply to 
the employee. 

Does employee have a physical/mental impairment that 
substantially limits a major life activity?  Or a record of 

such an impairment?  (Virtually all medically 
diagnosable conditions are disabilities.) 

If yes, engage in “interactive process”: 1) Analyze job to 
determine its purpose and essential functions; 2) Work with 
employee to identify what barriers exist to the employee’s 
performance of essential functions; 3)Work with employee and 
doctor to identify a range of possible accommodations; 4) 
Assess the effectiveness of each accommodation and the 
preference of the employee; 5) Determine if any of the 
accommodations would impose an undue hardship.  Is there a 
reasonable accommodation available?  

Maintain employee’s health benefits under same terms 
he/she enjoyed while working for entire leave period.  

(Same premium, same benefits) 

If employee is not entitled to FMLA leave or it has been 
exhausted and ADA does not apply, either because 
employee is not disabled, or there is no reasonable 

accommodation, district may replace employee without 
violating either law. 

Important Note: This flow chart has been prepared for general information purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinion on any 
specific facts or circumstances. Use of this chart is not intended to create, nor does it constitute, a professional relationship between the presenters (Sid Camp 
and Kim McDermon) and the user. No readers or users of these materials should act upon any information contained in them without first seeking qualified 
professional counsel. 
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If NO 

If FMLA leave is available 

If FMLA leave is not available 

If N
O

 

If yes, provide accommodation until it becomes an 
undue hardship. 

Please note that at any 
point when it is deter-
mined that the employee 
is not entitled to FMLA 
leave, notify employee of 
rejection and why. 




